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Working Well With Others

T

his month’s issue of Ministry
Tech is built on the theme
of training volunteers,
and there’s plenty of spiritual
application in this topic.
First, our need for volunteers
underscores one of the most
important aspects of a Christian
church or ministry: community.
We can’t—we shouldn’t—do things
alone. The church is a community of
worshippers who acknowledge the
Lordship of Christ together. It should
come as no surprise that we need
help in planning and producing our
worship experiences. Jesus himself
designed it that way.
Second, working with people
has another spiritual benefit: it
shapes us. We may have superior
technical expertise in certain areas,
but if we do our work in isolation
we are missing out on the richness
of relationships with others. There’s
an African proverb that applies
here: “If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together.”
Accomplishing our tasks is only part
of the point: we need the fellowship
and encouragement that only comes

through working with others.
Finally, whenever working with
others is difficult or demanding, we
receive a gift: the opportunity to
grow in grace and kindness. Tech
work in a ministry setting is actually
an opportunity to affirm and disciple
other people! Working well with
others develops character traits in
us as well. There are some parts of
Christian growth that cannot be
accomplished apart from interacting
with the rest of God’s family.
Even if a church or ministry
had an unlimited budget (and there
really is no such thing), it would
be unhealthy to hire professional
sound techs or computing geniuses
to do all the work. We are called
to serve together. Our service
demonstrates that God the Father
values community, the family
called “church.”
One last note: this issue welcomes
Corey Kirkendoll to the fold of
Ministry Tech contributing writers.
Our family is growing! I hope you’ll
take time to check out his article,
“Training Tech Volunteers—Your
Definitive Guide.”

permission of Outreach, Inc.
Views expressed in the
articles and reviews printed
within are not necessarily
the views of the editor,
publisher, or employees of
Ministry Tech® magazine,
or Outreach, Inc.
© Copyright 2017 Outreach, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

Ray Hollenbach is the Editor of Ministry Tech magazine. He has previously served as the
editor of Outreach’s Better Preaching Update, and as the editor of the Pastor channel at
Churchleaders.com. You can reach him at rhollenbach@outreach.com.
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MVR
Volunteers

Are Your
Most Valuable Resource
Using volunteers is a challenge,
but a challenge churches should embrace
by Jonathan Smith
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V

olunteers are the backbone
of any church ministry, and
volunteers are what make
churches and ministries unique.
Deploying volunteers well is also
one of the biggest challenges
churches face. It is hard to find
a church conference or a church
tech conference that doesn’t
have a workshop on volunteer
management.
Let’s face it: it would
be impossible for a church
to accomplish its mission
without volunteers. Think
about what it would cost if
your church had to hire out
every position necessary for
you to operate on a Sunday,
or for an outreach event.
The more money spent on
payroll the less money spent
on missions. Volunteers are
the basis for churches doing
more with less, and serving
in the church is a key
doctrine in the Bible.
That makes the need to
train, equip and deploy
volunteers well a key aspect
of any church’s operations.
Churches of all sizes often
have volunteer coordinators,
sometimes those are staff
positions, other times they are
volunteers used to manage
volunteers.
In some areas using volunteers
is easy, in other areas it isn’t
easy. Children’s ministries are a
good example. Often times those
volunteers require background
checks and (you would hope) some
sort of training before they are

allowed to volunteer with kids.
The same is true with technology
and audio/visual volunteers. What
systems do you give volunteers access
too? What passwords do you share or
new accounts do you create?
Most organizations don’t have
to deal with volunteers the way a
church does. Think about it. Walk
into your local bank, volunteer to

Let’s face it:

it would be
impossible for
a church to
accomplish its
mission without
volunteers.
help them vacuum the vault, or
fix their printers, or install a new
computer, or even count the money,
and see what they say. Hopefully
they don’t press the silent alarm
button on you. That’s the norm
though; most for-profit organizations
don’t have a process for volunteers
to be deployed to help keep the
company running.

This is what makes churches,
and many non-profits, different:
the conflict that arises when it
comes to using volunteers while
also maintaining security and
accountability. This is a healthy
tension. It’s why deploying and
training volunteers is such a big
issue in churches today.
It is important to remember
that training and deploying
volunteers is everyone’s
job. Ephesians 4:11-13 talks
about how each one of us
is gifted and we are to use
our gifts to serve our Savior.
Often folks think about this
in terms of pastors teaching
and equipping, but I believe
it applies to all of us. Every
person serving in a church
should be working hard
to replicate themselves,
with the goal of working
themselves out of a job. This
allows you to move on to
another opportunity and the
church to grow.
Church staff should not
be threatened by volunteers
but rather encouraged that
the ministry is able to do
more as a result of having
qualified volunteers willing to
serve. Think of what would happen
if you didn’t have any volunteers?
One objection I often hear to using
volunteers is that it takes more time
to deploy volunteers than it does if
I just do it myself. (I hear you, but
I refer you back to Eph. 4:11-13.)
I would also encourage you to be
more forward thinking. While it
may take more time now, if you train
May 2017 | 5

and deploy your volunteers well the
investment will definitely save you
time in the future.
It’s important to have good
policies and procedures in place so
you can quickly deploy volunteers,
not only in bread-and-butter type
weekly positions but also for needs
that require a quick response like
disaster cleanup or opening an
emergency shelter. These processes
will help ensure you can use
volunteers quickly and effectively
without wasting anyone’s time. One
way to get your volunteers to stop
showing up is to waste their time.
Communication, while time
consuming, is also key to properly
training and deploying volunteers.

One of your policies should be to
contact everyone that volunteers
for a serving opportunity within 24
hours or less. Many times volunteers
sign up to serve but never receive
an assignment confirmation. It is
difficult to train those who don’t
know when to show up for training,
let alone serving. Think about what
it says about your ministry if you
don’t communicate back to those
who volunteer? Often times getting
folks to sign up is challenge enough,
so when folks do sign up, churches
need to make sure to value those
responses.
Using volunteers can be a
challenge, but a good challenge that
churches should embrace. The Bible

REACH EVERY NEW NEIGHBOR
WITH AN INVITATION TO CHURCH!
People who are new to a neighborhood are more likely to respond to an invitation to church.
With the New Mover Outreach Program, it’s easy to invite every new mover to church!

instructs believers to serve using
their God-given gifts and abilities. The
church and its ministries make that
possible by providing opportunities for
the body of Christ to serve. MT

Jonathan Smith is the Director of
Technology at Faith Ministries in
Lafayette, Indiana. You can reach
Jonathan at jsmith@faithlafayette.org
and also follow him on Twitter
@JonathanESmith.

STEP 1

Enter your
church address.

STEP 2

Choose nearby neighborhoods.

STEP 3

Refine your selection based on your
desired reach and to fit your budget.

STEP 4

Choose an invitation design.

PREPARE TO GREET AND WELCOME NEW MOVERS.
How many families
moved in near
your church?

Your invitations are automatically mailed every month
to new families in your selected area!
NewMoverOutreach.com | 1.800.991.6011

Explore free at:

NewMoverOutreach.com

FREE SET-UP!

USE COUPON CODE: MJNEWMOVER

AND SAVE $79.
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tech
check

5.17
Instant, Secure
Communication with
your whole team
You remember the old pushto-talk features from cellular
providers? Voxer provides
an updated solution for web,
Android and iPhone messaging. Live-stream your voice and
deliver thoughts as
they occur—to one
individual or a whole
team. Capture ideas
and invite others to comment
as well. Voxer provides an
archive that can be replayed
as a conversation as well. It’s a
fast-paced collaborative tool,
great for managing volunteers
or coordinating with staff. Visit
Voxer at Voxer.com. n

Editor’s Note:
Who can possibly keep up with all the
tech options available these days?
This new feature highlights tech news
and new gadgets that will save you
time, energy, money—and will keep
you from re-inventing the wheel.

Upgrade your church The Church Key
telephone system in is Obsolete!
one easy step
How many people
Talkroute answers, routes
and manages your existing phone systems without
new equipment. No need to
change phone numbers or
sign contracts: this solution
integrates with your current equipment and service
providers, and can be set up
without extension IT intervention. Watch their video
for the quick picture. n

need access to
your facility? And how
many people already have
keys to the building? With volunteers coming and going at
all hours of the day and night,
keyless entry is a quick and
easy upgrade to your church.
Take a look at 10 great
solutions for keyless entry.
There’s bound to be one solution among these systems. n

Wearables With Rhythm:
Soundbrenner’s Pulse is a vibrational metronome that allows
musicians to feel the beat, together. It’s a wearable click track that
uses vibration instead of sound. Soundbrenner provides a wristwatch-like device and an app capable of synchronizing up to five
devices. Rather than listening to an audio click track, musicians
feel the beat, which is strapped to their arm, wrist, leg, or wherever. Check it out at Soundbrenner.com. n
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Step by Step
How to train volunteers for your church communications ministry
8 | MinistryTech.com

[by Yvon Prehn]

Today we have incredible tools of
technology to share the timeless words of
eternal life. Let’s make the most of them—
and train others to use them effectively!


F

ew church offices have
enough time or personnel
to accomplish all the
communications needed to
run a ministry, to inform and
instruct their congregation, and
to get them involved in ministry
activities that will help them
grow to Christian maturity.
Rather than complain or cut back
on communications, one solution
is to train a team of volunteers
to help. That suggestion can be
terrifying, but in what follows
I’ll share strategy and tools that
make it possible. Not easy, but
possible.
I started out as a teacher using
flannel graphs (anyone remember
them?) to teach little children about
Jesus. Today we have incredible
tools of technology to share the
timeless words of eternal life. Let’s
make the most of them—and train
others to use them effectively!

First, divide your
communication
ministry into two levels
Before we discuss the specifics of
training tools, it’s important to
divide your church communication
ministry into two levels: the “PR

Level” and “Production Level.”
The PR Level encompasses the
communications that define the
church: this includes things like
the website, the church bulletin or
the newsletter. This level has the
strictest guidelines in quality, and
because of that, it is usually the work
done by church staff.
The Production Level has various
aspects, but it contains items such
as postcards, flyers and the wide
variety of communications from
individual ministries within the
church. This level can vary in quality
(be realistic, you don’t need the same
care for the postcard reminding the
men’s ministry of a workday as you
do the Sunday morning bulletin).
There are lots of communications
that are important to get people
involved in ministries, that remind,
educate and encourage, and these
are ideal projects for volunteers.

Next, prepare
guidelines and
templates
You need guidelines for what
is acceptable in your church
communications. This can be as
simple or as complex as you want,
and it will no doubt evolve over time.

Some starter things to include:
■■ What programs volunteers are
expected to use. MS Word and
MS Publisher are two that many
people in the church already
have. If they need training in
these programs, www.lynda.
com has inexpensive and very
good online classes. Canva.com
is another highly recommended
site/software.
■■ What artwork they can use. You
don’t want volunteers randomly
pulling images off the Internet
and putting artwork that is not
legal for them to use. If your
church has a subscription to
some of the Christian artwork
companies, check on your
license to see if volunteers can
access your images. In addition
to reviewing your license
agreements, explore these three
companies that are free and have
fantastic collections of images:
www.pixabay.com, www.pexels.
com, and www.unsplash.com. I’ll
share more in a minute on how to
help people use these sites.
■■ Some basic style guidelines
that include what colors
you use for all your church
communications. Do various
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have them scrambling to take notes
while also looking at what you are
demonstrating. I’d rather have too
much detail in training than leave
out an essential step.
Often, I’ll go over something in a
PowerPoint slide and then . . . .

2

Demonstrate and
record what you want
to teach — Here is where it

ministries within the church
have their own logos or colors
schemes? What are the proper
titles for church leaders, officers
and ministries? Has each
ministry established deadlines for
submission? Who proofs what—
and when? Write these things
down! Publish them in a booklet
and on the website: it can make
things go much more smoothly.
■■ Create basic templates for
repeating communications.
For example, if the children’s
ministry puts out a monthly
newsletter/flyer to parents, do
up the basic design, but then the
volunteer can add new content
and images each month. (My
ministry has lots of templates
churches can modify: go to http://
www.effectivechurchcom.com/
templates to check them out.)
10 | MinistryTech.com

Training process
Now we get to the actual process of
training people in church communications. I’ve done quite a bit of this
over the years and I’m going to share
the process and programs I use.

1

Outline the topic —

I use PowerPoint to outline my
topic. On the use of PowerPoint I
disagree with many trainers today
(keeping in mind that everybody
has their own style) who use only
one or two words or one flashy
image per slide. When I’m training
people, I write out most of what
I want people to learn.
If you are teaching a volunteer
how to work in a template you
created, or you have a procedure
for how to send in a PDF to get it
printed, you don’t want to leave
anything out. You don’t want to

gets a little bit complex. I do all my
training at this step with Camtasia
(www.techsmith.com). Camtasia is
an incredible program that records
both what you are doing with your
computer and your voice, and then
turns it into a video you can share.
Camtasia costs $199 and is available for PC and Mac. (Along with
Camtasia, I use an inexpensive
Logitech headset with a microphone
for the voice input.) Camtasia is the
perfect tool to demonstrate everything you want to teach a communication volunteer (all my training
videos are done with it). You can
go over your PowerPoint, then into
MS Publisher, pull up a template
you created and show them how to
change it. You can go to the image websites I mentioned earlier
and show them how to search and
download images.
After you record these things,
you can then go into Camtasia and
edit your training and save the
video. Share it on YouTube or upload
to Dropbox for your volunteers to
access, as they need it. They can
go over training at their speed and
repeat as often as they need to.

3

Distribute your training — As mentioned above, you

can share your training videos after
you make them, but if you want to do
more you can use an online course
creation program like Teachable.
Go to www.teachable.com, where
they have a great free course creation booklet on their site if you sign
up for their emails. I’ve tried many
programs over many years and I like
this one the best. They have a free
version that would work well for
many churches.
With Teachable you can break
your training into lectures, provide
notes and other media to go with
individual videos, and put a selection
of materials into a format that makes
it easy for a student to keep track of
their progress.

Yvon Prehn is the founder and director of Effective
Church Communications, www.effectivechurchcom.com, a
ministry that helps churches create communications that
will help them fully fulfill the Great Commission. She has
been writing and teaching about church communications
for over 20 years. Her latest book is The Five Steps of
Effective Church Communication and Marketing.

Church Communicator's
Bookstore

(If you want to see examples of any of
these three areas go to my YouTube
channel: www.youtube.com/yvonprehn.)

This method works for
many ministry areas
n Outline in PowerPoint
n Record & edit in Camtasia
n Share on YouTube, websites,
Teachable
These three steps work for a variety
of ministry uses in addition to church
communications training: for how
to use online Bible study tools; how
to study the Bible; and all manner
of Bible training classes. Not only do
my adult Sunday School members
personally like it, but they can also
share the materials with family and
friends. MT

from
Yvon Prehn
www.effectivechurchcom.com/books
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Training Tech
Volunteers
Your Definitive Guide
by Corey Kirkendoll

Most churches have more help than they need

in the form of volunteers. But to leverage their gifts effectively, your church needs
to have a clear process in place regarding how volunteers engage and participate
in the Information Technology ministry. The Bible states in 1 Peter 4:10, “Each one
should use whatever gift he has received to serve others, faithfully administering
God’s grace in its various forms.”
Church members bring the gifts, but you must train them on how to best utilize
their talents and gifts to support your IT infrastructure. This is the key to ensuring a
stable, secure and scalable environment capable of supporting the growth of your
organization. The following steps will help you build that foundation and have a
strong technical volunteer group.

12 | MinistryTech.com

1

Have a plan in place
for what volunteers
will do and how much
time you require of
them. This plan will act as a
volunteer “job description” that
clearly states everything you
expect from them and how the
job is to be carried out.

2

Since they will have access
to potential confidential and
restricted areas, they need to

sign a Confidentiality
and Non-Disclosure
agreement to protect
your organization’s data
and infrastructure. This

ensures that all your volunteers
understand the importance and
the criticality of the roles and
functions they are performing.

3

Put a process in
place to validate
their expertise and
knowledge. This can be done
with a quick knowledge test or
exam to see where they are and
to help fill any gaps that may
be present for the volunteer
assignment.

4

Have regular meetings with the team to
discuss how things are
going and what needs
to be changed. Get their

opinions and recommendations
on how and what to do next. It is
highly important to keep the volunteers involved throughout these
processes so there is a sense of
ownership. Volunteers like to help
and not just be told what to do.
Regular meetings will help ensure
everyone is on the same page.

5

Develop a clear list
of tools to train and
advance the volunteer
team on a consistent
basis. Here is a list of some that
I highly recommend:
■■ Lynda.com is an online
learning platform that helps
anyone learn business, software,
technology and creative skills to
achieve personal and professional
goals. Choose wisely: there are
thousands of hours of material
and you’ll want to make sure your
volunteers are spending their
time on relevant material.
■■ ITProTV — ITProTV is an online
IT training program that lets you
learn wherever you go. With
lessons streamed live every
day, you can watch from your
desktop, tablet, smartphone or via
a dedicated Roku channel. Again,
pick out the most relevant videos
for training to make sure your
volunteers are spending their
time wisely.
■■ Leverage online tools and
search engines to help you

quickly identify problems and
their solutions. YouTube and
Google can help you find
solutions and how-to videos that
will help you diagnose (or solve)
issues. These are great training
tools to share and leverage time
and time again.
■■ Chalk Talks — These are
technical talks to train and share
your knowledge with others on
the team. These sessions will help
transfer technical knowledge
and experience across volunteer
teams. Make sure everyone
participates in these chalk talks
so that no one person has a job
that cannot be fulfilled by another
volunteer.
■■ Standard Operating
Procedures (SoPs) — These
are processes, lessons learned and
the proper ways to do all tasks
in the organization to ensure
repeatability and consistency.
SoPs are a great training tool
for new volunteers because it
produces a step by step approach
to many different scenarios
that have been performed and
validated in the past by other
volunteers. You must also
remember that SoPs change,
so they need to be updated and
maintained accordingly.
■■ Lab environment — If the
resources exist you should have
a small lab (or “sandbox”) for
setup, training and practice for
all or most of the software and
May 2017 | 13

hardware the volunteers support.
This environment allows you to
test and validate software and
hardware before it’s implemented.

6

Assign a mentor to
everyone on the technical team to help him or her

grow in the ministry. This can be
from a technical and also a spiritual accountability perspective.

7

Make sure some sort
of Bible study or
prayer is taking place.

You need to make sure we keep

5ktech.com | 469.789.2337 | info@5ktech.com

WHAT WE OFFER
IT Managed Services
24/7 Help Desk
CHMS Selection Consulting
Broadband & Telecommunications
Network Design | Planning | Installation
MS Server & Desktop Maintenance
VoIP Telephone Systems
Critical Data Backup & Recovery Plans
MAC Support
Access Control
Video Surveillance
Security Assessments & Compliance
Structured Cabling
IT Project Management
Call 469.789.2337
to schedule your no obligation
consultation.
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God’s word and purpose first and
foremost on everyone’s minds.

Once you decide to leverage volunteers to help
support your church or
organization, you will need to
properly manage and train them.
Just like employees, volunteers
need oversight. Develop a plan
and have meetings to keep them
up to date on your organization’s
processes and policies. Be sure
your volunteers know that proper
documentation (and using/following documented procedures) as
well as creating documentation is
expected and necessary for how
the train up others that may come
after them.
The bottom line: by creating an
effective volunteer training plan you
will eliminate unnecessary problems
and create an environment where volunteers will have the most complete
and effective volunteering experience
possible. With the proper process in
place your efforts will produce an
energetic, willing and skillful volunteer team that is engaged and ready to
support of your organization. MT
An entrepreneur for 11 years
with more than 25 years of
experience in the Information
Services and Technology sector,
Corey Kirkendoll is President/
CEO of 5K Technical Services, a business
committed to establishing solid IT solutions
for SMB clients in the North Texas area. His
success stems not only from his expertise and
passion for technology, but also in his ability
to establish long-term customer relationships
based on honesty, trust and dependability.

LEAD BETTER MEETINGS TODAY!
3 TYPES OF MEETINGS EVERY
PASTOR SHOULD LEAD
TACTICAL MEETINGS

QUICK DOs &
DON’Ts
• Never walk into a meeting
and ask “okay, what are we
talking about today?”

• Used to deal with specific issues
• Are less time intensive

• Don’t call a meeting when
something could be resolved
by email

• Decisions are less “weighty”
than with strategic meetings
• Typically occur weekly

• Good meetings are all about
getting the right people
together

STRATEGIC MEETINGS
• Used for ideation and planning
• Good for planning 12 –18 months out
• Typically occur quarterly and yearly
• Include “idea people” to generate ideas

THE DAILY STAND-UP
• Very short in length (typically no more than 10–15 minutes)
• Used to provide quick status updates on work progress,
request help and address roadblocks

Get your FREE copy of the

Effective Meeting Cheat Sheet now!
ministryu.com/outreach

Move your ministry forward.

Startup

Hero Factor
Games
Full-time risk-takers in God’s Kingdom
by Russ McGuire

W

hen Sara Kilpatrick was
in the 1st grade she
contracted the Chicken
Pox and was confined to her
home. All she could do all day
was play video games. From that
moment on, she was determined
that she would grow up to be a
video game designer. Today Sara
and her husband, Tim, are cofounders of Hero Factor Games.
Their website describes their
products as “creative video games
that support positive, moral and
biblical decision-making.” What
does that look like, and how did
the Kilpatricks get here?

A Personal Revival
Both Tim and Sara were raised in
the church. Sara was baptized at
age 8 and was always pursuing a
closer relationship with Christ. Tim,
on the other hand, left the church
in high school and explored other
ways to “find God.” After a few years
of wandering, including studying
music at a conservatory and studying
philosophy and literature at a small
16 | MinistryTech.com

Christian college, he found his real
callings: first to the one true God of the
Bible, and then to writing software.
After completing his Bachelor’s
degree in CIS and beginning the
MSCS program, Tim was recruited to
work at a mobile app development
company where he met Sara. Sara
had also earned an MIS degree, but
with a graphic design minor, and
an MBA. Tim and Sara discovered a
mutual love for developing games,
and for each other. Soon they were
married and developing a business
plan for a video game company
they could start on the side as they
continued in their full-time jobs.
But God had other plans. He
placed it on their hearts that He
wanted them to quit their jobs and
pursue this passion full-time. They
spent much time in prayer and God
provided confirmation that this was
His will. Their time in the Word kept
pulling them towards going full-time
with their business. One of their
advisors told them “often times God
won’t give you what you need until
you really need it”—counseling them

Russ McGuire
russ.mcguire@gmail.com
A trusted advisor with proven strategic
insights, Russ has been blessed by
God in many ways including serving
as a corporate executive, co-founding
technology startups and writing a
technology/business book. More
importantly, he’s a husband and
father who cares about people, and a
committed Christian who seeks to honor
God in all that he does. His newest
venture is as Entrepreneur in Residence at
Oklahoma Christian University.

to make the jump. And, to cap it all
off, an angel investor approached
them about investing in the business
before they had even started looking
for money.
While starting Hero Factor Games
has taught them many business
lessons, they cherish more the
spiritual lessons they’ve learned. As
a couple, they have drawn closer to
God and rested more faithfully in His
ability and not their own. This time
has been somewhat of a personal
revival for them with incredible
blessings for them personally, for
their marriage and for their business.
Sara summarized some of their
lessons in this way: “We’ve learned
to always seek God first, before even
seeking His direction or blessings
(John 17:3). Then, in light of who
God is, the rest of the day is the
opportunity to apply what we have
learned about Him: to trust that

God really is who He says He is. We
believe that this business is God’s
ministry: that He will use it, that He
will get the glory and that He will
provide everything we need. We
submit everything to Him.”

Use Your Powers
for Good
When asked about the greatest
commandment, Jesus answered,
“The most important is, ‘Hear, O Israel:
The Lord our God, the Lord is one. And
you shall love the Lord your God with
all your heart and with all your soul
and with all your mind and with all

your strength.’” (Mk 12:29–30)
The motto for Hero Factor Games
is “Use your powers for good.” It
comes from Mark 12:30. As they
develop their games, Tim and Sara
especially focus on the choices that
players make and how such choices
shape our thoughts, and who we
become. C.S. Lewis wrote in Mere
Christianity, “Every time you make
a choice you are turning the central
part of you, the part of you that
chooses, into something a little
different than it was before. And
taking your life as a whole, with all
your innumerable choices, all your

life long you are slowly turning this
central thing into a heavenly creature
or a hellish creature: either into a
creature that is in harmony with God,
and with other creatures, and with
itself, or else into one that is in a state
of war and hatred with God, and with
its fellow creatures, and with itself.”
Tim and Sara’s first game is
Atomidoodle, a fast action game that
teaches about chemistry and God’s
creation. It won the silver medal
for mobile apps in the 2016 Parent’s
Choice Awards. They spent over a
year building various prototypes
of different game concepts before
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“

The most important thing
is to seek God first. Getting
caught up in ‘doing for
God’ rather than ‘seeking
God’ can happen to anyone,
whether in ministry or
business, so this requires
my fullest diligence.”

their time with the Lord led them to
pursue Atomidoodle, and within a
week they had a prototype working.
They are now developing several
other games in various genres. Tim
told me, “The most important thing
is to build a fun game first. Then
we can figure out how to build in
God-honoring content without being
pedantic or contrived.”

The Kilpatricks are obviously very
thoughtful about how their work is a
ministry and how it can bring honor
to God, but also about how it’s not
really on them to make it happen.
In our interview they referenced
George Müller, the German Christian
who God used to touch so many
lives in Bristol, England in the 19th
century. Beyond even the initial angel
investor, God has continued to provide
what they need when they need it,
including developers showing up on
their doorstep, willing to work for free
until they could afford to pay them.
Tim uses a quote from A.W. Tozer
to summarize their priorities: “What
comes into our minds when we think
about God is the most important
thing about us.” Tim applies this to
his life in this way: “As a Christian
man seeking to know God, as an
entrepreneur seeking to glorify God
through business activities, it’s easy
to get distracted. The most important
thing is to seek God first. Getting
caught up in ‘doing for God’ rather
than ‘seeking God’ can happen
to anyone, whether in ministry
or business, so this requires my
fullest diligence.” MT
In this article series, we’ve defined a Christian
entrepreneur as a person driven to glorify
God in all he or she does, and ruled by the
Word of God, who starts a new venture and
is willing to risk a loss in order to achieve the
success of the venture. Each month I’ve been
introducing you to specific Christian startups
and entrepreneurs, some of which may be
helpful to your church, ministry, business or
family, but my main intent is to encourage
and inspire you to be entrepreneurial in
your ministry and career. Are there Christian
startups I should know about? Contact me at
russ.mcguire@gmail.com.
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PROTECTED WITH PURPOSE
by Steven Sundermeier

So, You Think Your Apple
MacBook is Secure? (Think again!)

W

eather in Northeast Ohio
is, at best, unpredictable.
For the second straight
year, our winter in the Buckeye
State has by most accounts been
mild. In fact, our February was
the hottest on record—we had
five or six days topping 70 decrees. That’s crazy! However,
mid-March saw more total snow
accumulation than November
through February combined.
While April brought some
warmth, it was mostly rainy/wet
days. Then, on April 7, we got
hit with a crippling eight inches
of snow. The problem with that
snowstorm was that with the
Florida-like February our daffodils had already sprouted and
our fruit tree’s had begun getting
their blossoms. Mother Nature
was fooled!
This was very problematic for
me, as our yard is full of various
fruit trees and bushes. We have a
gorgeous cherry tree and cherry
bushes; we have a plum and peach
tree and all kinds of sweet and
delicious berry plants (raspberry,

elderberries, goji, strawberries,
gooseberry, black currants and
probably more). With my weather
app blatantly cautioning winter
warning alerts and the imminent
snow storm approaching, my family
raced outside and stationed ladders
to drape our blankets, tarps and
sheets around each and every blossoming fruit tree in order to help
protect it from damage. Even in the
midst of the activity, we figured our
neighbors were chuckling as they
peered out their windows at us.
You would have been tickled at the
sight of some of our homemade tree
covering contraptions.
The reason I share this story with
you is to give God props on His direction in our lives, and to possibly tie
fruit protection into your life. That
night, after we had secured our fruit
trees for the coming snowstorm, I
closed my Apple MacBook Pro Air
and saw the iconic Apple symbol. I
remembered the effort spent protecting my fruit trees—I realized it’s
an ideal time to discuss securing an
“Apple” system.

As a recognized
security expert, I
enjoy the privilege
of speaking to
organizations,
students, and the
media, almost on
a weekly basis on
the latest security
dangers lurking in
the cyber world.
Without fail, if the topic of Mac
protection surfaces, I can guarantee
that one of the first question or
comments I always field is: “I thought
Mac’s don’t get viruses.” While the
likelihood of a virus infection on a
system running Microsoft Windows
is still considerably higher than a
Mac, Mac viruses not only exist:
they are actively infecting tens of
thousands of Mac users on a daily
basis. Our Virus Lab is updating for
Mac-based malware every day. The
most important point I can make
with regard to Mac systems is that
the major reason malware authors
overlook the MAC OSX to exploit
and develop (and the reason why
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Potentially Unwanted Applications.

The Top 5 Virus Signatures/
Detections observed on MAC
OSX systems, include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

we see less MAC OSX malware in
general), is not because this OS is
inherently so much more secure,
it is because the market share for
the Apple‘s Mac OS is minuscule
compared to Microsoft’s Windows
OS. In other words, all the versions
of the Mac OS (combined) only
account for less than 7% of the world
market share (in contrast with the
Windows OS that holds more than
90% of the market share).
The bottom line is that the hypothesis that MAC OSX systems are
100% malware free is completely
inaccurate, and if The Washington
Post fact checker investigated it,
this falsehood would receive a
4-Pinocchio rating. Even Apple had
to retract its bold statement that
“a Mac cannot be infected” after
the “Flashback” wave of infection.
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Back in 2014, the Flashback Trojan
hijacked some 600,000 Mac computers through a Java exploit within
the Mac OS X, previously believed to
be impenetrable, forcing them into
a botnet as computer slaves. More
recently Wikileaks has released articles stating that the C.I.A exploited
MAC OS vulnerabilities to gain root
access of multiple systems. Scary
times to say the least!

Now that we know
that Mac malware
exists, what does
Mac malware look
like? Retrieving statistics directly
from my Thirtyseven4 Virus Team,
our analysis is currently showing
that over 97% of malware observed
affecting the MAC OSX platform
is related to PUA/Adware. PUA =

AdWare.OSX.Bnodlero.A
Adware.OSX.Yontoo.S
Trojan.OSX.XcodeGhost.A
Backdoor.MacOSX.GetShell.A
TrojanRansom.OSX.KeRanger.A

Some in the Windows community
and have recently argued that the
Windows platform might be more
secure than the MAC OSX. As a software vendor and thinking through
this statement, the speed with which
a manufacturer responds to problems can play a major role in the
user’s overall experience. For example, Apple’s patch for the vulnerabilities exploited by the noted Flashback
infection took almost 50 days to be
ready for distribution to Mac OS X
users. In many cases, MAC OS fixes/
patches are released only within
updated MAC OSX upgrades, leaving older versions still vulnerable
to the threats (as was observed in
the case of the Flashback Trojan).
However, in Windows, Microsoft
and other third-party AV developers
(e.g., Thirtyseven4), try to release
updates for new malware in less
than 24 hours. Also, according to the
data from the National Vulnerability
Database (NVD), the MAC OS was
said to be the most vulnerable OS
for 2015.
With regards to keeping a user
safe, Apple uses a hidden component called Xprotect to automatically block certain apps or remove
malware should any arise. When

you open a downloaded application, Xprotect checks if it matches
any of the malware definitions
in the XProtect file (similar to the
SmartScreen feature on Windows).
This approach is purely “reactive”
as it offers no heuristic or proactive
detection strategy to combat any
malware strain or variation that is
brand new. It would be like running
out and covering our fruit trees after
the major snowstorm was over.

majority are still alive. In time they
will produce healthy fruit—and isn’t
that our prayer in all areas of life?
Just like my fruit trees, I encourage you to take care of your Apple,
and apply the proactive (virus)
protection that will keep your machine healthy and productive. No one
wants an apple with a worm in it! MT

Steven Sundermeier is the owner of
Thirtyseven4, LLC, a leading provider of
antivirus/security software. With 17 years of
experience in the cybersecurity field, he is one
of the nation’s leading experts in virus, malware
and other threats. Before founding Thirtyseven4
in 2009, Steven worked in a number of roles
in the antivirus industry dating back to 1999.
His desire is to serve the public with the most
aggressive antivirus software on the market
accompanied by unparelled support services.

Protecting your Mac
is essential and vital
to the safety of the
system and your
confidential work.
And while the current demand is
not as great as on the Windows
side of things, I would argue this is
largely due to out-dated opinions/
understandings about Macs being
“safe”. (This is why Thirtyseven4
invests heavily into the development
of its industry-leading Thirtyseven4
Total Security for Mac solutions.)
We can all have opinions, but the
fact remains that Mac malware rose
over 70% in the past 15 months. In
my line of Security, I do not want
even one machine to be compromised, whether Mac or Windows,
and so we do our due diligence to
proactively protect both OS varieties.
The threat is real.
So was the snowstorm. We had
6 heavy, wet inches dumped on our
yards, streets and my fruit trees and
blossoms. Our proactive protection
definitely helped. Our trees were
spared. There were a few blossoms that fell to the ground, but the
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It’s Crazy! Why are we
spending so much money
on wireless microphones?
[ Do you need trendy gear or great sound? ]
by Caleb Neff

L

et me tell you about the time we
had to wait for a herd of goats
to move so we could park the
jeep. We use the phrase “middle
of nowhere” pretty liberally in the
US; this was a three-hour drive
into the scrub grass plains of the
southern Congo, right on the border
of Zambia. Our team had split
into three groups to visit as many
churches as we could on Sunday
morning. I drew the straw for the
wilderness excursion: we drove to
a dirt-floor, mud-brick, thatchedroof hut church where I preached
to a crowd of about 40 people.
Noisy packs of kids and chickens
rushed in and out through the open
doorways as if to punctuate my
better points. It was truly one of
the better church services I’ve
ever been to. [Just to clear up
who the real Christians are, at
the end of my sermon they took
up a second offering, which my
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translator explained was to pay for my
expenses to come visit them.]
The really odd thing about that
service wasn’t the wild atmosphere:
that’s Africa. What was weird was
seeing a brand new, name-brand
wireless microphone at the service.
The horn on the one loudspeaker
they had was blown (the trademark
Africa sound you’ve heard in 100
movies) and the whole PA was being
run off a car battery, but they had
sunk 90% of their sound budget into
a microphone that costs twice

as much in Africa as it does in the
states (if you can even find one).
[There’s a whole message here about
how we are influenced, how we watch
people do things and then think if we
copy the externals we will have the
same spiritual results, and how we are
often frightfully unaware of how we
are being influenced in this way, but
this is a tech magazine, so . . . ]

Why are we spending
so much money on
wireless microphones?
A wired SM58 will work well
and sound fine when your great
grandkids use it. If one of those
things had been buried in King Tut’s
tomb, you could blow the dust off
and plug it in. I paid $30 for a used
one on Reverb last week.

Here’s what you need to know
about wireless microphones:
■■ Wireless microphones are two to
five times as expensive as their
wired counterparts.
■■ Wireless microphones do not

sound as good as their wired
counterparts. I might even go
so far as to say they never will,
since the sound has to go through
a (degradation) process to be

constant basic maintenance. That
battery will always die mid-set
or mid-sermon. Aren’t those
moments great?

transmitted. In my experience
(and that of every great engineer
I know) no one prefers a wireless
mic based on its sound quality.
■■ Wireless microphones are
technology with a shelf life. They

In my work as a church sound
consultant, I often go into smaller
churches with $30 hi hat cymbals,
$100 guitars, and $3000 worth of
wireless microphones! (I don’t want
to come right out and say you

have more parts, digital, computer
parts, and will be outdated or quit
working at some point. (Or the
FCC will take your frequency,
whichever comes first.)
■■ Wireless microphones require

spent that money because you saw
someone that looked cool holding
one on YouTube, but be honest:
that’s what happened, right?)
People sometimes look at me like
I have three heads when I suggest
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Rubix

The next generation in
church management software.

Collaborate
and stay

connected.

they sell five of their seven wireless
microphones in order to raise funds
for their audio needs. In three of
the last four churches I’ve worked
with that’s exactly what we’ve
done, because $800 to $1,500 will
solve most of the problems that
small churches are experiencing,
and most churches that tell me they
have no money have those mics in a
drawer in the booth.
When it comes to audio budgeting
we act like microphone cables are
preventing the Holy Spirit from
moving in our churches. I get it,
cables are annoying. Get a wireless
for your pastor. Does your worship
leader play guitar or keyboard? Then
they don’t need a wireless!

Recently I was
browsing magazines
in a bookstore. I saw
an ad for a famous mic
company with a big
name worship leader
in it. He was holding a superslick wireless, and sporting superhip IEMs and the tagline read: “Your
message is important. Make sure it’s
heard clearly.” I laughed so hard I
think the staff was about to escort
me out of Barnes and Noble! MT
Caleb Neff is a producer,
pastor, songwriter,
worship leader, husband,

Get my free trial

and dad from Cape Coral,
Florida. His passion is
helping artists both inside
and outside the church develop their full
creative potential. You can contact Caleb
at neffrecords@gmail.com.
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Do you have
a plan?
What Everyone Needs
To Know About
Data Backup
[ by Nick Nicholaou ]

M

any people believe the highest priority of IT is disaster
recovery preparedness, the
ability to recover after a major
data loss, or after a ransomware
attack. We often call this a backup
plan, because it all starts with
good backups. So, what’s your
backup plan?

Is Data Really at Risk?
Simply said, YES! Churches and
ministries are not immune from data
loss, and organizations deal with recovering from data loss at some level
all the time. Consider these threats:
■■ Data is stored on hard drives or
flash storage somewhere, and like
any man-made device, those can—
and do—fail.

■■ People accidently delete data.
■■ Data is vulnerable to ransomware
(virus-like malware that encrypts
and locks data so it cannot be used
again until a ransom is paid).
■■ The building where your data is
stored is vulnerable to man-made
and natural disasters.
Apply to those an appropriate
vulnerability-multiplier because we
have an enemy that is interested in
doing whatever it can to inhibit our
progress in fulfilling the mission to
which the Lord has called us.

Here’s What We
Recommend, and Why
A good backup plan has the
following components:
■■ Backups are comprehensive,

and happen automatically. Backups
should encompass everything
needed to recover from a disaster
quickly. And they should not need
to be manually triggered, but should
happen automatically. For example,
every workday night.
■■ Backups are tested on a schedule.
When backups are made, they
should immediately be tested by
the backup software to ensure they
are accurate backups. But that’s not
enough! The backups should also
be tested—perhaps monthly—to
be certain what we think we can
rely on really can be relied on. I
recommend choosing a data folder at
random each month and restoring it,
then checking to see if the files that
were restored can be opened. We
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have seen problems that keep the
restored files from being usable; the
only way to be certain is to test your
backups before you need them.
■■ Backups have an off-site
component. It is possible to lose an
entire building to a disaster. For
that reason, it is wise to have a
recent backup stored with enough
geographical separation to protect
your organization from a larger
disaster.

can also do file-level restores and
email-level restores for email
servers.
■■ We prefer backing up to tape
rather than to other types of devices.
Using LTO5 or LTO6 technology,
it’s possible to backup very large
servers quickly and efficiently. Some
recommend online backup solutions
and external hard drives, but they
have challenges that cause us to
think they’re not the best choice:
—O
 nline backup solutions are good

Here’s what we recommend:
■■ Our favorite backup software
to run at a server level is Veeam.
For those using virtual server
technology, Veeam can restore
entire servers very quickly. Veeam

for consumers, but not for full
server backups. We know of three
mega churches that tested their
online backup solution provider’s
offer to send the entire backup on a
drive, and each of the three was not

Christians look forward to the day when
we are with God in Heaven. That means
there will come a day when we are not
on Earth to take care of the network
and data at our church or ministry.
Have you made provisions for whoever
succeeds you?

Documentation is Key
Use an app like Visio or Lucidchart to
create a simple network diagram that
includes key IP addresses, server service
tags or serial numbers, and what services
run on each server. Document any
“unique” details of your network to keep
the users and mission of your church or
ministry moving forward once you’ve left.
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pleased with the results.
 xternal hard drives have a lot of
— E
moving parts, and thus fail easily.
—T
 ape is still the preferred choice
of corporate America because it’s
simple and reliable.
■■ If a church or ministry is large
enough to have a SAN (Storage
Area Network), we encourage it to
seek another church or ministry
of similar size that is willing to
exchange SAN replication.
■■ Backup the entire data server
each work night, and take one tape
off-site weekly.

Going a Step Further
I like to take that strategy a step
further whenever possible. If you

Back Yourself Up!
Another great way to ensure a positive
succession is to have a relationship
with an IT vendor that can continue the
IT vision for your organization in your
absence. A terrific side-benefit is that
you can take your much-needed vacation
without getting interrupted because your
vendor has your back!
Spending just a few hours creating
documentation and searching for an IT
vendor you can trust will go a long way
towards your team blessing you on your
heavenward journey (or earthly vacation).
And because it’s good management, or
stewardship, you will hear “Well done”
at the end of the road.

have a Mac on your network with
enough storage capacity, have your
network synchronize its data to a
folder on the Mac; we like Owncloud
to accomplish this, but there are
other tools available too. Then, using
the Mac’s Time Machine app that is
part of the operating system, backup
the Mac to a large external hard
drive. This will allow you to store
versions of files going back as far as
your external drive has the capacity
to maintain.
My wife is a CPA, and she shares
office space with us. Most of her
client projects are annual. Using
this strategy, if she tries to open

a spreadsheet that has become
corrupt, we can restore a version
going back more than a year from
the last time she did work on behalf
of that client!
Some call natural and manmade disasters resume-generating
events for IT professionals who
were not doing their due diligence
in the backup/disaster recovery
department. As personally tragic
as that could be, imagine how
tragic it would be for a church or
ministry called to share the gospel
and disciple believers—the most
important calling on Earth!—if
their data loss meant having

to start from scratch! Disaster
recovery is worth the effort and
expense. So . . . what’s your backup
plan? And, do you test it? MT

Nick Nicholaou is
president of MBS,
an IT consulting
firm specializing in
church and ministry
computer networks,
VoIP, and private cloud hosted
services. You can reach Nick at
nick@mbsinc.com, and may want
to check out his firm’s website,
www.mbsinc.com, and his blog at
ministry-it.blogspot.com.
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ChMS Review

Seraphim Software
Advances ChMS
Advancing Church Management  |

W

hat began as a teen social
network for a local church
has grown into a revolutionary way of approaching the church
management industry. Seraphim
Software brings the latest in
church management software to a
growing marketplace of providers.
Seraphim Software built a system
under one umbrella, founded on
member management plus financial
tools and ministry planning, but this
ChMS company kept reaching for
more. Seraphim listened to members’
needs and grew their model to include
modules such as safe child check-in,
analytics and a mobile church app.
Seraphim knows churches must look
to the future in order to keep growing,
so they continue to add and amend
features, displaying an inherent
understanding of the inner workings
of a church. These powerful tools
build communication bridges between
church administration, staff, leaders,
volunteers and the congregation.
By launching the first-ever commercial church data warehouse,
Seraphim Insight, this ChMS empowers churches at deep levels. Seraphim
Insight allows clients to mine data
from Seraphim attendance, finance,
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by Steve Hewitt

giving, serving and profiling information, enabling them to answer
questions that would be impossible to
answer with just reports. Cofounders
Sam Batterman (CTO) and Chris
Caldwell (CFO) continue to build this
forward-thinking organization and
now lead a staff of more than 20 employees and serve over 150 churches
nationwide.

Powerful tools build
communication bridges
between church
administration, staff,
leaders, volunteers
and the congregation
Batterman reflected on the biggest
challenges since Seraphim’s inception: “It’s not just church management
anymore. This is a much bigger space
than five years ago, maybe even two
years. Years ago you could be just on
the PC, offering one user experience
for all people. Not any more. Now
we work with multiple platforms,
multiple devices, and each implementation must be unique to the user
experience.”

The company’s main goal is to
offer the most advanced church
management solutions while relieving each church of the complexity
of this constantly evolving technology. Seraphim not only believes that
churches should be able to connect
and engage with their congregation
more than once or twice a week, but
they have actually created the ways
to do just that.
For instance, Seraphim rethought
the Church Management App from
the ground up by integrating all stages
of involvement: from volunteering
to giving, to following the church
service, listening to the sermon, doing
Bible study, and updating personal
information, all under each church’s
brand. AirStream is an example of
one of Seraphim’s newest applications,
offering churches all they need to
create, present and stream Sunday’s
service. AirStream users are able to
collaborate and communicate with
one another to build and run presentations whether at church, at home
or on the go. Basically, Seraphim
Software simplifies everything, even
cost of ownership. With a subscription-pricing model, users pay as they
go and pay only for what they use.

The cornerstone of Seraphim is
not about one single feature, but how
each piece works together to provide
a total church solution that satisfies
every stakeholder. Specific features
include a mobile church app, member management, ministry planner,
finance tools, reporting and analytics,
giving tools, Cherub safe check-in,
gift/skill-based volunteer matching,
and attendance tracking.
Moreover, there are no new “versions” of Seraphim. A single version
of Seraphim exists across all customers. No need to buy servers or network equipment or even worry about
backing up your database. Seraphim
does that for you, maximizing your
computer’s hardware while leveraging the Cloud as centralized storage.
Users can access updated content
from anywhere with Internet access. As a cloud-based platform,
Seraphim is in a state of ongoing delivery, always releasing and improving. Similar to apps like Office 365,
Adobe Connect or Spotify, Seraphim
continuously updates users. Users are
perpetually pushed new capabilities,
all from the same system, based on
current client’s needs. In 2016 alone
Seraphim had over 100+ platform
updates. No other ChMS listens to
churches so closely. “Our churches
are our advisory board, pushing
Seraphim to new directions unseen
in the church management space,”
Caldwell noted. “We are building
tools that allow churches to communicate with their members and guests
in ways that they want.” MT

Jumpstart Your Facebook Outreach
Every church’s outreach efforts should include an engaging,
active Facebook page—one that reaches new people and makes your
other outreach and marketing efforts more effective. But keeping up with
social media posts can be tough. Social Reach Daily is the solution!
Social Reach Daily provides your church with daily, automated
Facebook posts that are inspiring, meaningful and shareable.

How does Social Reach Daily help your church?



Get your church active in the social space



Simplify your life—we create all the
designs and post them for you



Reach new people that need
to hear your message



Inspire, encourage and minister to
current and future church members

TRY FREE USE CODE: MAG3817
SocialReachDaily.com

To find out more visit SeraphimSoftware.com.
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Church Engagement:

How to Use Mobile to Connect with Millennials
Moments matter.
In fact, the future of your church
hinges on moments—maybe hundreds of them every day. Often, they
are the tiny moments you would
never expect and largely never find
out about.
■■ G
 od impresses upon a single mom
down the street to get her children
involved in church—children who
will one day become key leaders in
your congregation.
■■ God gives a church member an idea
for a new ministry that could one
day transform the neighborhood.
■■ God urges a believer to dig deeper
into His Word. He then becomes a
passionate Bible teacher for years to
come.
Is your church ready for those
history-changing moments.?
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Thanks to the proliferation of
mobile technology, you’ve never had
more of an opportunity to capitalize on them. A 2015 Pew study said
two out of three Americans own a
smartphone. Church members and
people from your surrounding community can instantly connect with
you—whether they’re out on the
town, watching a ball game, or enjoying vacation.
A growing number of people
expect they can meet needs—physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
ones—wherever they are. They need
a ride somewhere, they open Uber.
They need a bite to eat, they open
Yelp. They need to hear from God,
they open up their Bible app. These
“mobile moments” occur anytime
someone opens up their mobile
device with the expectation they can
get what they want immediately.

Google estimates that the global community checks its smartphone 100
billion times every single day. That’s
100 billion potential mobile moments
worldwide.
Businesses have caught on to this
trend. The competition to capture
those 100 billion fleeting moments
is fierce to say the least. By 2019,
U.S. mobile ad buys are expected to
top $65 billion. Ted Shadler writes to
business leaders in The Mobile Mind
Shift, “If a customer wants information or service in a mobile moment,
that is your moment to shine. Be
there, and your customers will come
to depend on you, deepening their
loyalty and providing valuable information that your company can use to
further improve the relationship.”
Pastor, mobile moments can be
your church’s time to shine, too. Our
mobile moments don’t lead to an

expanding bottom line. They lead to
souls saved, lives transformed, and
communities made whole.

How do you build a
mobile strategy that
seizes the moments
that matter?
You need an app. You may
already have a website. Maybe it’s
responsive. But that’s simply not
enough anymore. When we’re on
our phones, we spend 90 percent of
our time in mobile apps, according to
the Flurry Analytics Blog. You can’t
stay connected to the mobile world of
those you serve by simply having a
mobile web presence. It’s not how the
largest portion of your congregation
and your community is using their
mobile phones.
There’s still a place for a fullfeatured mobile responsive website
in your communications strategy.
Generally, visitors will check out
your website first before coming to
your church. But your digital strategy should then move guests to your
mobile app.

Free ebook:

THE FUTURE
OF CHURCH
TECHNOLOGY
The Ultimate Guide to
Technology in the Church

Keep your app simple. When
a mobile moment happens, your app
must be prepared to deliver in two to
three taps at the most. User experience matters more than anything
else. If users can’t get what they
want from your app quickly and easily, they’ll delete it. Most will never
try it again.

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COPY

Make the mobile conversation a part of all you do.
The question, “What does that look
like in mobile?” must become the
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standard in every strategic discussion in your church. When you
launch a new ministry, discuss how
mobile technology can support the
ministry. Planning a fall campaign?
Ask, “How do we help people plug
into it on a mobile device?” Have a
plan to reach a new nearby housing
development? Ask, “How can mobile
technology help?”
A mobile-first strategy means
that mobile isn’t simply an add-on to

your church’s communication plans.
It means you literally look to mobile
first to solve any communications
issues you might have.

Lead with mobile giving.
You’ll use your app to engage with
your congregation on a variety of
levels—help them find a small group,
watch a worship service, or sign up
for your next retreat. Nothing will
drive home the mobile experience

Over 2,000 churches and
ministries are saving
time and eliminating
headaches by using Donarius to track their
members, contributions, pledges and more.
Have it all: >>> functionality
>>> great customer service
>>> low cost
Now access your data from any PC or Mac!
Like web-based software without any monthly fees!

Try Donarius® for
30 days!

Nuverb Systems, Inc.

Starting at $63.97
for the base version

1-888-479-4636

www.donarius.com

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE DEMO TODAY!
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quite like giving though. Your
congregation is already familiar
with making financial transactions
on their devices. They buy flowers,
movie tickets, and books on them
already. Make the process of giving
smooth and easy, and they’ll come
back for the other aspects of your
ministry.

Find a good partner. Too often
church leaders believe that to properly pursue technology, a church
has to be large and have lots of
resources at their disposal. Nothing
could be farther from the truth. You
don’t need to hire your own mobile
developers to properly execute a
mobile strategy. Most of the largest
churches in North America partner
with other organizations to execute
a mobile strategy. Mobile strategy
and mobile development will continue to change at a rapid clip. Look
for a partner who can help you ride
the waves of the future. You want a
partner with an army of developers
to help your church embrace whatever is around the corner in mobile
technology.

The church has a long
history of embracing
technology to spread
the gospel. Paul used the
Roman Road system on his New
Testament missionary journeys. The
Reformers used the printing press
to distribute Scripture. Billy Graham
used television to get his message
out further. Our generation’s challenge is to seize the mobile moments
that God has given us to further His
gospel to the ends of the earth. Are
we ready? MT

5 Ways to Find
and Keep
the Right Volunteers
How your ChMS can serve your volunteers

C

ommitted volunteers are the
core of your church. When
your members are serving
each other in the roles they were
designed to fill your congregation becomes a beautiful picture
of what a church is meant to be.
In the book of Acts, for example,
we see how with a clear division of labor, one that considered everyone’s God-given gifts,
believers saw miraculous results:
“The word of God spread. The
number of disciples in Jerusalem
increased rapidly, and a large
number of priests became obedient to the faith.” (Acts 6:7)
So why isn’t this happening
today? It seems like dedicated
Christian service is producing not
engaged and fulfilled disciples, but
put-upon veterans, hardened and
grumpy in the roles they volunteered to fill decades ago. Or it’s bred

1

territorial instincts with volunteers
who feel protective of “their” ministry and threatened by any offer
of outside help. Instead of infusing
the community with the aroma of
Christ, they’re infecting each other
with “Mad Church Disease” and
persisting in their ministry commitments out of guilt or vanity rather
than, in author Anne Jackson’s
words, living abundant lives, “complete and functioning in the strength
of the Holy Spirit.”
As a church leader, particularly
in a large congregation, how can you
ensure that volunteers find the right
roles—and continue in them? Church
management systems (ChMS) are
increasingly designed to help with
the common challenges of volunteer
management. Here are five of the
most important ChMS tools to put
into use, before your members suffer
from ministry burnout.

Match volunteers
with their passions.
We’ve all seen churches fall into
the trap of plopping new members
into the first available ministry role,
in a crisis of desperation and (dare
we say) a failure of faith. If God is
faithful to provide for our physical
needs, He can certainly be trusted to
provide for the needs of His church.
That’s why He designed the church
to function as “one body with many
parts” (I Cor. 12:12), each with their
own distinct roles.
Your ChMS can be a great source
of information on the activities your
members care about. By noting the
events they’ve attended, their history of giving and service, ministry
qualifications, and group involvement, you can start to piece together
a picture of their personal passions.
Of course, a person who is a parent, regularly provides peripheral
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support like treats or chaperoning
at children’s events, and has made a
financial commitment to an orphanage may or may not feel a calling to
be a children’s Sunday School teacher, but their interests would make
them a natural person to approach.
Especially in a large church, it can
be difficult for people to see a path to
developing their talents: any ministry that’s needed is presumed to be

landscaping, and countless other
professional functions have a corollary in the church’s operation. Your
members may be willing to put their
professional skills to use, either
filling a volunteer role or helping
advise, develop, or audit existing
ministry activities. Search occupational info in your member records
for professions related to your
ministries.

volunteer is designing an event
invitation or poster.
You might also use your ChMS
to set up chat groups for a set of
volunteers, so they can easily share
information with their ministry
colleagues.

4

Monitor for overcommitment &
underutilization.

A 2009 Deloitte IMPACT Survey found that

“although more than 9 in 10 nonprofits
say they need more pro bono support,
one-fourth had no plans to use skillsbased volunteers in any capacity.”
filled, and creating a new role often
involves layers of approval that
aren’t easy to see from the outside.
The data in your ChMS can provide
the opening to a discussion of gifts
and a discernment of true fit.

2

3

Match tasks to skills.
For volunteers to feel successful,
they should have skills as well as
a passion for their ministry. And
yet churches, like other nonprofits,
often miss the opportunity to get
professional-quality help from their
volunteers. A 2009 Deloitte IMPACT
Survey found that “although more
than 9 in 10 nonprofits say they
need more pro bono support, onefourth had no plans to use skillsbased volunteers in any capacity.”
Accounting, marketing, management, counseling, event planning,
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Share processes
and tools.
Opening up volunteer roles to people
with professional skills in that role
can change the way that leaders operate or oversee a ministry.
ChurchDevelopment.com cautions
that “because the professionals are
more likely to work independently
and be self-supervising, it is imperative to have a clear initial mutual
understanding of the desired results,
parameters, and process of the volunteer work.”
Your ChMS comes to the rescue
here by centralizing documents
that everyone needs to see, from
ministry vision statements to
step-by-step training videos. It also
provides a clear path for electronic
approvals, say, if a communications

With powerful church scheduling
tools, you can help head off burnout or even the underuse of those
willing, but sometimes forgotten,
volunteers. The most dedicated
volunteers may feel like they ought
to be serving the church every day
of the week, but family and friends
need their time as well.
By using Seraphim’s Utilization
feature in Ministry Planner you’ll see
how many volunteers registered and
how many are being utilized so you
will know not only who to call, but
also how many volunteers to assign
for every event! Seraphim Software’s
church scheduling tools make it
easy to visualize a given volunteer’s
service frequency—in your ministry and any others they might be
involved in. Harness the true power
of your volunteers by understanding
your members’ commitments and
passions.

5

Schedule time
off, and on.
It may even be smart to schedule
periodic vacations or sabbaticals for
volunteer roles. Using scheduling
tools, you can block out breaks to
occur every month (schedule them
more often for more time-intensive

ministries). You now also have the
chance to tailor your ministry to individual families’ needs. With a complete overview of the commitments
of entire church families, you can
either group them together, creating
a united family service opportunity,
or spread out the commitments in
case one parent needs to be home
with children or care for an elder
parent while a spouse volunteers.
Another benefit of this time-off/
on policy is the opportunity for
new non-volunteers to step in for a
taste of a new ministry experience.
ChurchDevelopment.com points out
that 57% of Americans haven’t volunteered anywhere in the last year.
Helping on a short-term, no-commitment basis would let people evaluate
their skills, interest, and fit in a new
ministry area. Whether the fill-in
helpers continue with the ministry
or not, they’ve likely come a step
closer to discovering their spiritual
gifts and passions.

For volunteer management,
my church uses
Seraphim

Fills in the blanks

Volunteer
Management

Member
Management
Safe
Check-In
Giving
Tools

I

magine for a moment the impact on your church of locating
the right volunteers, keeping
them refreshed and engaged, and
continually circulating in new
members to explore their ministry
potential. Members would have a
strong sense of belonging and of
their contribution to the larger
body. You may even discover, as
Luke did in Acts 4, that “all the
believers were one in heart and
mind . . . and God’s grace was so
powerfully at work in them all
that there were no needy persons
among them.” To find out more,
visit SeraphimSoftware.com. MT

Reporting &
Analytics
The
Church App

www.seraphimsoftware.com
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the last word

If anyone serves, he should serve
with the strength God supplies,
so that in all things God may
be glorified through Jesus Christ,
to whom be the glory and the
power forever and ever. Amen.
1 Peter 4:11 (BSB)
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